The Phenomenon In a complex system, an entity is regarded as growing exponentially if its quantity increases by a factor of more than one over a given time interval. For example, annual compounded interest of more than 1 per cent on capital invested in a bank account will cause the amount to grow exponentially. Self-reproducing organisms, from bacteria to humans, have the potential for exponential growth. In the same way, industrial capital such as machinery may follow an exponential Matthias Gerner is Professor of Linguistics at the Department of Linguistics and Translation, City University of Hong Kong, and Director of the Research Foundation of Language and Religion, Germany. path by virtue of the fact that machines are used to produce new machines. System theorists like Meadows and her colleagues 1 call the growth of selfreplicating entities "inherent exponential growth." The growth of non-selfreplicating entities may also be exponential, if these depend on a self-replicating entity. This second type of growth is called "derived exponential growth." Food production and resource use, for instance, are driven by human population growth and may rise (and indeed have risen) exponentially.
The question of whether the number of human languages, currently at around 7,000, has increased exponentially over thousands of years has no definite answer. The historical linguist Trask seems to argue against exponential growth. He dates any increase in the number of languages back to human prehistory. After the initial peopling of our planet, the total number of languages would have remained constant, at roughly "between 5,000 and 10,000." 2 A mathematical model of the growth pattern in human languages would require the dating and counting of hundreds of proto-languages, which is an endeavour on which linguists gave up some time ago.
3 Theoretically speaking, it is possible for the number of human languages to grow exponentially, as such growth depends on populations and their actions. As human populations expand and migrate to new areas, spatial separation causes the speech patterns of two or more communities to change in different ways. The accumulated changes result in different dialects, and ultimately in mutually unintelligible languages. Additionally, new languages may be formed by the process of creolisation in which two languages merge into a hybrid language. Thus, the potential for exponential growth does exist, but the actual growth pattern of human languages is notoriously difficult to establish.
The number of languages for which a translation of the Bible, in whole or in part, is available, on the other hand, has risen exponentially, as we demonstrate in this section. The canon of the Bible was formed after the number of languages on Earth had stabilised. The first attested translation of Scriptures 4 was the Septuagint. The ancient historian Josephus links the Torah portion of the Septuagint to the year 260 BCE. According to our own count, the total number of languages into which Scriptures have been translated reached the 2,850 mark in 2013. This enumeration is based on a particular definition of what constitutes a human language, namely that reflected by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) in Geneva, Switzerland. The ISO 639-3 standard is a registry of 7,881 language codes and language names published in 2007. 5 The registry represents each language by a unique three-letter code (e.g. "eng" for English; "yor" for Yoruba) (Tables 1-2).
Some linguists have criticised the ISO 639-3 standard, even going so far as to question its usefulness. We argue that the case for a language identification system can be made and that its benefits greatly outweigh any deficiencies. A summary of this debate is provided in Appendix 1.
We compiled the dates of Scripture translations from various sources, for example from web-searches and from publications of the United Bible Societies (UBS): The Book of a Thousand Tongues, 6 Scriptures of the World, 7 and the Scriptures Language Reports (1991-today). 8 We also used information included in the Ethnologue of the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) and data obtained in personal communication. Although these datasets overlap, each has translation dates contradicting the others or not reported by the others. To the best of my knowledge, these datasets have never been integrated before. The growth curves for different Scripture categories are displayed in Figure 1 .
The yellow curve, representing the cumulative number of translations, has the hockey stick shape characteristic of exponential curves. The process of Scripture translation has inherent exponential growth, not derived from anything that grows exponentially. It is self-replicating by virtue of the fact that translations are used to produce other translations. 9 The red dashed line is a mathematical model of the growth curve for which we calculate the formula in the section Predictions. An important paradigm shift occurred 1800  1806  1812  1818  1824  1830  1836  1842  1848  1854  1860  1866  1872  1878  1884  1890  1896  1902  1908  1914  1920  1926  1932  1938  1944  1950  1956  1962  1968  1974  1980  1986  1992  1998 9. For example, the Syriac Peshitta was used in the translation of the Armenian Bible; the Peshitta and Armenian Bible were then used in the translation of the Georgian Bible. between 1789 and 1830 that pushed the annual growth rate from below 1 per cent to above 1 per cent, with the year 1815 marking the inflection point of the exponential curve. In the next section, Enabling Factors, we identify three enabling factors for this paradigm shift that are still at work today. Figure 2 magnifies the data for the last 200 years, showing an explosive and everaccelerating rate of growth.
System theorists have described exponential processes in terms of positive and negative feedback loops. 10 A feedback loop is a chain of cause-andeffect relationships resulting in changes of the original base. A positive feedback loop produces runaway growth, while a negative feedback loop keeps growth in check, holding the total quantity within a certain range. The translation of Scripture into new languages, including its enabling factors, forms the positive feedback loop of the current stock of Bibles. Bible versions that are not updated and drop out of use form the negative feedback loop. In the nineteenth century, for example, Bibles were translated into several Chinese dialects that European standards regard as unintelligible languages. With the rise of Mandarin Chinese in the twentieth century, the Mandarin Bible supplanted most dialect versions.
Enabling Factors
The history of worldwide Bible translation can be divided into three eras: a period of low growth (260 BCE-1814 CE); a period of sustained high growth (1815-1914); and a period of explosive growth (1915-today). The years between 1789 and 1830 constitute a time window for a paradigm shift that enabled the rapid growth of the latter two eras.
Low Growth (260 BCE-1814 CE) Ancient geopolitics constrained the growth of the number of languages with Scriptures over the 2074 years following the Septuagint. Before the seventh century CE, transcontinental trade routes were under Roman control or were decentralised. After the seventh century, Islamic polities checked all major trade routes and confined Christianity to Western Europe as the only region in which it developed majority status. Before the rise of Islam, Bible portions were translated into eleven ancient languages, all scattered along major trade routes. On the most important trade track, the Silk Road, translators produced Scriptures in the following languages (from west to east): Aramaic (120 BCE?), 11 Old Syriac 10. See Meadows et al., 31. 11. When the Jews returned from the Babylonian exile around the year 532 BCE, they spoke Aramaic, the official language of the Babylonian Empire, not their ancestral Hebrew language. They needed an interpretation when they listened to the Hebrew Bible (see Nehemiah 8:7-8). This translation into Aramaic, called Targum, was initially oral and was written down later, probably starting around the year 120 BCE. After the dissolution of the Babylonian empire, the Aramaic language broke into Western and Eastern dialects that quickly developed into two unintelligible languages and then into two groups of dialects. Jewish Palestinian Aramaic in which the Targum was written is an Eastern Aramaic language. 22 was attained from Cappadocia. After the Islamic conquests and during the Islamic Golden Age (650-1300), Eastern Christianity was marginalised in its own territory and the supply of missionaries and translators dried up. Travel along the trade routes was unsafe for Christians. Except for one Asian language, the only region in which Scriptures were translated between 650 and 1400 was Europe with ten new languages. 23 For 300 years (900-1200), translation projects were mostly frozen without any known output of Scriptures. Three factors explain this inactivity. First, Europe was linguistically fragmented with hundreds of vernacular languages that had proliferated after the fall of the Roman Empire. These vernacular languages showed extensive regional variation, making communication impossible between people living more than 300 km apart. The sovereign of each polity represented one language variety but did not promote this variety with a consistent language policy. 24 Most languages did not exhibit a single obvious variety upon which a translation could be based. Second, the Popes developed a negative attitude toward translating the Vulgate into the vernacular languages of Europe that culminated in prohibitions, at the Councils of Toulouse (1229) and Tarragona (1234), against reading and translating the 20. Ge'ez (or Ethiopian), a Semitic language of the Afro-Asiatic family, was the official language of the Aksum kingdom in Ethiopia during the period 100-940 CE. According to tradition, the Syrian-Greek missionary Frumentius converted Ezana, king of Ethiopia, to Christianity in 383. The exact date and sources of the Ge'ez Bible are uncertain. A number of Syrian missionaries moved to Ethiopia in the fifth century, suggesting that the Peshitta might have been the source, but specialists relate most of the Ge'ez Bible to the Septuagint and to the Greek New Testament. Since the tenth century, Ge'ez has been used as a liturgical language of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church (see G. Mikre Scriptures. 25 Third, the intellectual climate at the turn of the first millennium was not conducive to major endeavours such as Bible translation. The information monopoly of the Catholic Church, 26 the corruption of the Popes, 27 and, as some have argued, apocalypticism of the year 1000, 28 held intellectual activity in bondage.
In the age of scholasticism, critical thinking was gradually (re)introduced, but this did not substantially increase the number of Scripture translations, at least not between 1200 and 1400. In six out of eight new languages, local authorities or kings sponsored the translation, while in two languages (Old Occitan and Middle English) the establishment repressed the translators.
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These translators represented the first challenge to the information monopoly of the Catholic Church. Two pivotal events made an impact on the history of Bible translation: the invention of the printing press by Johann Gutenberg in 1455 and the discovery of the New World by Christopher Columbus in 1492. The emergence of the printing press undermined the information monopoly of the Catholic Church in two ways. Firstly, it enabled Martin Luther and other Reformers to disseminate their views by circumventing the censorship of the Catholic Church.
30 Secondly, the printing press signalled a move away from Latin toward vernacular languages. Although the first printed book was the Vulgate, a stream of printed Bibles in twenty-five European and five Asian languages followed suit in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
31 These vernacular Bible translations initiated different processes of language standardisation driven by the printing press. Since Latin was only available to a minority of intellectuals, printers and booksellers actively created a market for books in vernacular languages by shaping standard language varieties that would be comprehensible to a wide readership.
32 Benedict Anderson called the commercial interest of printers the "logic of print capitalism," which dictated that more books be printed in the speech of ordinary people.
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The discovery of the New World by Christopher Columbus in 1492 inaugurated a period of exploration, conquest, and colonisation and led to the rise of global trade. It put an end to European isolation by Islamic polities that had dominated strategic parts of the Old World (Europe, Africa, and Asia) for centuries. Nevertheless, it took over 300 years before the end of European isolation led to a substantial increase in translated Bibles. Between 1600 and 1814, Scriptures were translated into approximately forty new languages, 34 nearly the same quantity (thirty languages) as in the period 1400-1600. This low growth is due to the fact that the early discoveries were made by Catholic nations that operated under the information monopoly of the Catholic Church. In response to the challenges of the Reformation, the 37 Requests made by Catholic missionaries to publish vernacular translations were routinely turned down, which resulted in a number of aborted projects and unpublished Bible versions. 38 The only new languages into which Scriptures were translated between 1600 and 1814 were either (smaller) European languages or languages in America or Asia reached by the nascent Protestant missions (Table 3) . 39 The inflection point in the history of worldwide Bible translation occurred in the year 1815 when eight new languages were added to the set of languages with Scriptures. Starting from that year, annual growth rates were constantly above 1 per cent.
The Paradigm Shift (1789-1830)
The inflection point from low to high growth in Bible translation is due to the co-occurrence of three factors: Christian revivalism, internationalisation, and industrialisation. The nations that contributed most to worldwide Bible translation in the nineteenth century were those that had experienced revivalist movements and at the same time dominated successive waves of internationalisation and industrialisation. In the eighteenth century, Christian revivalism and secular enlightenment were two independent reactions to the authoritarian excesses of the state and the church. One sought solutions in divine resources, the other in human resources; one legitimised spiritual authority by biblical revelation, the other secular authority by human reason; one shaped the attitudes requisite for worldwide Bible dissemination, the other the attitudes required for an internationalisation of human relations.
Church historians have characterised revival movements by their commitment to the Sola Scriptura principle of the Reformation and by their sense of mission to reach out to the local community, the wider society, or distant peoples. 40 Both this regard for the Bible and this sense of mission impel people to engage in Bible translation. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, dozens of Christian revival movements swept across Europe and North America. Many were started by a prominent revival preacher and resulted in the formation of a mission or Bible society. In particular, the UK revival movements of the eighteenth century led to the formation of the Baptist Missionary Society in 1792, 41 the London Missionary Society in 1795, 42 the 46 The revival movements are difficult to quantify due to their interconnectivity and uneven spread, but together they created a sea change in the attitudes toward Bible translation as a mass movement.
In the narrow time window between the French Revolution (1789) and the beginning phase of the Concert of Europe (1830), two philosophers, Jeremy Bentham and Emmanuel Kant, developed visionary ideas about international relations. For both, the space of the "international" was lawless and desperately in need of regulation. The Englishman Bentham, who coined the term "international," advocated a system of laws that would bind the conduct of nations. states. 48 Bentham and Kant's ideas inspired the architects of the Concert of Europe (1815-1878), which was mankind's first truly international institution. 49 Its establishment by the Congress of Vienna in 1815 in the wake of the Napoleonic Wars was a watershed in international relations. Although the Concert of Europe eventually failed, it became the reference point for continuous internationalisation efforts until the present day. Mark Mazower admirably describes in his chapter Under the Sign of the International how the Concert of Europe appealed to the aspirations of the European public and opened an era that aroused interest in international affairs.
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The First Industrial Revolution (1780?-1840)-the transition from hand to machine production made possible by innovations in steam power and fuel techniques-primarily affected textile production and metallurgy. Innovations originated in the United Kingdom and were exported to the European continent after a short delay, first to Belgium, then to France, Germany, Scandinavia, and so forth. Although this first wave of industrialisation had no direct effect on the number of Scripture translations, it laid the ground for the Second Industrial Revolution (1870-1914), which directly enabled an increase in Bible translations.
Sustained High Growth (1815-1914)
Between 1815 and 1914, Scriptures were translated into a total of 478 new languages, five times more languages than had been accomplished in the preceding 2,000 years. The total number of languages with Scriptures grew to 572 by the year the First World War broke out.
In the nineteenth century, the most important structural unit for missionary outreach was the nation state not the mission agency, while in the twentieth century this hierarchy was reversed. The reason for this shift lies in the gradual acquisition of international experience. For the purpose of war prevention, the Concert of Europe worked reasonably well until the Crimean War broke out in 1853 and pitted member states against one another, the Russians against the British and French. For projects like exploration, trade, and evangelisation, the concept of a nineteenth-century-style corporation like the Concert of Europe appears insufficient. Such endeavours require a high level of mutual trust between nations, which did not exist in the nineteenth century. It was more effective to use the infrastructure of each nation state. European key players thus expected to gain more from pursuing colonial empires than from seeking a synergism of forces. Historical data for 1815-1914 demonstrate a correlation between the number of Bible translations on the one side and the number of revival movements, the degree of internationalisation, and the degree of industrialisation on the other side. The more revival movements a country experienced, the higher its degree of internationalisation, and the greater its level of industrialisation, the more languages there were in which missionaries of that country produced Bible translations (Figure 3) . A country's degree of internationalisation can be measured by the extent of its colonial possessions, or even better by the number of languages spoken in its colonies. 51 This number provides an upper limit of the Scripture translations the missionaries of a country could have achieved in the best of all possible worlds. A country's level of industrialisation is more difficult to quantify. The Second Industrial Revolution (1870-1914) was characterised by technological innovations that improved the mobility of people, information, and goods. The construction of steamships and railroad networks enabled Bible translators to travel easily to their target areas. The installation of telegraphic cable networks 52 overland and undersea provided missionaries, among other beneficiaries, the opportunity to exchange 51. The colonies varied in their potential for Bible translation. Greater-Siberia, for example, an area of 13,100,000 km 2 , was part of Russia from the seventeenth century, while Indonesia, a country of only 1,904,569 km 2 , was a Dutch colony until the Second World War. With a population speaking 43 languages, Siberia's potential for Bible translation, despite its greater size, was much smaller than Indonesia's, where 701 indigenous languages were spoken. 52. The electric telegraph using Morse code gave rise to the first global communication system. The first telegraphic device, put into operation in 1844 between Washington and Baltimore, led to a surge in investments by colonial powers to forge closer links with their colonies and, not incidentally, to exert greater and more effective colonial control. The first undersea electric cable linked Britain to the European continent in 1851. Other cables connected Europe to the USA in 1866 and France to North Africa in 1871. The United Kingdom dominated the submarine cable business until the First World War. This dominance concerned other European powers as it strengthened the British grip on the commercial and financial networks (see Hanson).
timely information. The use of mobile steam-driven printing presses increased the circulation of translated Bibles. While these technologies enhanced the prospects for Bible translation projects, control and access to them was unevenly distributed. Countries fall into three categories:
1. Traditional countries: countries with no or limited access to the technologies (e.g. Brazil, China, Iran); 2. Sovereign countries: countries with access to the technologies and with the ability to build transport and information networks in the territory they controlled (e.g. Western European countries, USA); 3. Hegemonic countries: sovereign countries that additionally dominated the networks built between nations and empires (i.e. United Kingdom). Table 4 presents a list of the countries that contributed to the translation of Scriptures between 1815 and 1914. The queen in this league is the United Kingdom: it experienced the highest number of revival movements, it had access through its colonial empire to the highest number of languages, it was the hegemon of the international communication networks, and, in keeping with the pattern of the historical data, it was also far and away the most productive country in terms of Bible translation (for a breakdown of the data in Table 4 see Appendix 2).
Worldwide Bible translation in the nineteenth century is thus strongly dominated by Anglo-Saxon countries, with 67 per cent of all new translations, roughly 315 of 472, produced by translators of these countries.
Explosive Growth (1915-Today)
The number of languages into which Scriptures have been translated quintupled in the last hundred years, numbering 2,850 in 2013, compared with 572 in 1914. The dynamics of these increases differ from those of the nineteenth century. Christian revival movements no longer constitute a measurable force for two reasons. Firstly, while the twentieth century saw two major revival movements-the Pentecostal and Charismatic movements 53 that led to the formation of missions such as the Assembly of God Mission-these movements contributed only a small share of the total Scripture output, about 14 out of 2,278 new translations. 54 Second, due to global migration and information technology some conversion movements among unevangelised populations fed back to Western countries. 55 The boundary between cause (revival in base country) and effect (conversion in target country) thus became blurred. For these reasons, variation in revival movements cannot be used to explain variation in the number of translated Bibles.
The spread of information technology is one important factor that has contributed to the rapid growth of Scriptures. audio, and video). 58 These technologies have had a measurable effect on the time needed to complete a given translation project. New Testament projects begun after 1980 took half as long as those initiated before 1980. For complete Bible projects, the time savings are even more dramatic: one third of the time needed before 1980 is required for the same task after 1980 (Table 5 ).
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US companies have quasi-monopolies over most of these technologies. This has given Bible agencies based in North America, in particular the Summer Institute of Linguistics and the United Bible Societies, the advantage of building translation applications ahead of others. Bible translation became a multiskill profession, for which traditional missions were increasingly unable to provide infrastructure. This explains in part why a wide range of Christian missions dropped out of the business of Bible translation after 1980 and why a few Anglo-Saxon agencies have come to dominate the field (see Table 6 ).
The second important factor for runaway growth in Bible translation is the degree of internationalisation of the translation agencies. Nineteenth-centurystyle colonialism artificially inflated the European nations by temporally injecting the resources of another population. Colonialism eventually carries the seed of war. After the horrors of two world wars, the world needed a new Concert of Europe. The call was answered by the formation of many international institutions: the League of Nations, the European Union, the United Nations, and countless IGOs (e.g. International Organization for Standardization) and NGOs (e.g. Greenpeace). Emmanuel Kant's 200-year-old vision of a federal union of states that would govern the lawless space of the "international" came closer to fulfilment, but it was a gradual and uneven process. For Christian Table 5 ). It is also interesting to note that the standard deviation of the means has constantly decreased in the past 200 years. The standard deviation is a measure of how much individual translation projects differ from the mean project length. missions and Bible societies, three organisational models surfaced in the twentieth century, reflecting different degrees of internationalisation.
1. Mononational organisations are founded in one country with a workforce recruited from that country. Almost all mission agencies not based in an Although the North American staff usually outnumbers the personnel from all other countries combined, organisations tend to apply to themselves the label "international" or "global." This, for example, is the story of the Wycliffe Bible Translators, the most productive translation agency of all time (see Appendix 3). 3. Confederal organisations are international organisations established by organisations from different nations united for the purpose of common action. Confederal organisations, 60 in contrast to multinational organisations, deserve the title of "international" in the sense that Jeremy Bentham originally envisioned. The only confederal Bible agency is the United Bible Societies, established from 152 national Bible societies (see Appendix 3). Table 6 presents the most active organisations in each category in terms of translation output. A noteworthy shift occurred in the late 1960s. Mononational organisations, in spite of their continued existence, became unproductive and stopped translating Scriptures into new languages (with some exceptions). On the other hand, multinational and confederal organisations that were non-existent or insignificant before 1970 became important contributors thereafter (for a breakdown of the data in Table 6 see Appendix 3). Table 6 clearly shows that multinational organisations from the United States (in particular SIL/WBT) have been more efficient than mononational and confederal organisations (i.e. United Bible Societies). This trend mirrors other areas of international activity in which multinational corporations from the USA pull the strings. Some authors portray this dominance as "minority rule" and warn against a future backlash. 61 As far as Bible translation is concerned, there is indeed a tension between the status quo and one central doctrine of the Bible. The dominance of Anglo-Saxon agencies in the twentieth century suggests that the nationality of the messenger matters, whereas the Bible assures the reader that it is not so ("there is no difference between Jew and Greek," Romans 10:12). In spite of this tension, it is too early to draw a conclusion as the history of worldwide Bible translation is still ongoing.
In summary, the positive feedback cycle for translation growth in the twentieth century includes two enabling factors: firstly, Anglo-Saxon dominance of Bible projects built upon Anglo-Saxon dominance in information technologies; secondly, the multinational and confederal structure of the translation agencies. A third factor, Christian revivalism, may have played an additional role, but cannot be measured.
Predictions
The graphs in Figure 1 are based on empirical quantities compiled for each year. The number of translations resembles an exponential curve for which we can calculate the formula. Here is the definition of an exponential function. An exponential function is sufficiently specified if two time-quantity pairs are provided, for example the quantity at the inflection point and the quantity at the endpoint. The inflection point 62 is the point of a curve at which the direction changes, in this case the point at which the number of translations accelerates significantly. Annual increments below 1 deliver low growth, increments above 1 lead to high growth. The endpoint is the time at which the growth process stops, either by necessity or by convenience. The current endpoint is the year 2013, the last year for which we have data.
62. In mathematics, the inflection point of a curve f(x) is the point (z, f(z)) where the second derivation f 00 (z) = 0. In general, there might be no, one, or more than one inflection point. In our case, the second derivation of an exponential function cannot be zero and an exponential function thus cannot have an inflection point in the mathematical sense. However, we use the term "inflection point" here in a more colloquial sense. The inflection point of a curve f(x) is the point where growth accelerates from a gradient below 1 to a gradient over 1. In other words, it is the point (z, f(z)) where the first derivation f 0 (z) = 1.
Let us determine the inflection point. For a differentiable function q(t), the inflection point is the point t i such that the first derivation q 0 (t i ) = 1. However, since our empirical data are discrete, we must look for the time t i at which the gradient switches from less than 1 to greater than 1:
For almost all t < t i , the gradient m < 1, or more precisely m =
A computer program that we developed establishes 1815 CE as the inflection point. Between 260 BCE and 1815 CE, the annual increments are consistently below 1 with very few exceptions. Beginning in 1815, the number of Bible translations grows annually with increments of more than 1, again with very few exceptions. Now, we can determine the exponential function q(t) and its inverse logarithm function t(q). Choosing b = 2 as the base in order to express the growth process as a doubling process yields the following formulas:
The Calculation of q(t) and t(q)
The constant a and c can be calculated with fairly standard mathematical methods and formulas. For the two time-quantity pairs (t i , q i ) = (1815, 102) and 
Conclusion
We have argued for the rise of Islam and the information monopoly of the Catholic Church to be mainly responsible for the low growth in Scripture translation between 260 BCE and 1815 CE. After 1815, the number of languages with Scriptures has substantially risen due to a combination of three factors: Christian revivalism, internationalisation, and industrialisation. In the twentieth century, growth has been explosive because of the emergence of new information technologies and the creation of a quasi-monopoly by a few Anglo-Saxon translation agencies.
The history of pioneer Bible translation ends when the last language in need of Bible translation has access to a native version. It is difficult to establish the exact number of needy languages as many small languages are undergoing rapid transformation in the twenty-first century. According to cautious estimates, the number might lie between 3,500 and 3,800 languages, two targets that might be reached between 2026 and 2031 respectively if current trends persist. controversy over which institution should supervise the language identification system is not a scientific but a political one and must be settled as such.
Appendix 2
The data of 
Australia
Revival movements were imported to Australia: Immigrants from Great Britain brought revival movements to Australia in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In addition, the Wesleyan Methodist Church of Australia experienced an internal revival during 1857-1864 when membership increased significantly. 90 The Wesleyan Australian Missionary Society functioned as an auxiliary of the British Wesleyan Missionary Society, and its missionaries translated Scriptures into three languages of Papua New Guinea. Furthermore, missionaries from the Australian Presbyterian Church translated Scriptures into eight South Pacific languages. There were fourteen languages altogether into which Australian missionaries translated Scriptures during 1815-1914.
One indigenous language is spoken on the Norfolk Island, a former Australian Colony. Five major revival movements occurred in other European countries: (1) The revival of the Schweitzer Christentumsgesellschaft [Swiss Society of Christianity] was a Pietist movement of the 1780s that extended from Germany into Switzerland. The Basel Mission was founded in 1815 as a direct consequence of this revival. Missionaries of the Basel Mission translated Scriptures into three languages worldwide. Another mission formed at that time was the St Chrishona Mission in 1840. 92 (2) The Franco-Swiss Réveil of 1815, a movement in the Reformed churches around Geneva, started after the Scottish minister Robert Haldane visited the city. 93 The Baltic German widow Juliane von Krüdener influenced the movement for some time and had connections with the Russian Tsar Alexander I. 94 96 (5) As in Sweden, a revival movement affected the Reformed State Church in Norway in the early 1800s. 97 In the aftermath, the Norwegian Missionary Society (NMS) was formed in Stavanger in 1842 and sent missionaries into fifteen countries.
Netherlands
Other European countries had colonies in which 526 language were spoken. Portugal 
Sudan United Mission
The German-born Karl Krumm (1875-1930) founded the Sudan United Mission in Great Britain in 1902. Its original name Sudan Pioneer Mission was changed to Sudan United Mission (SUM) in 1904. During its 87 years of existence, the SUM was active in a vast territory spanning from the coast of Nigeria and Cameroon in the west to Chad and Sudan in the east. It took its name from the idea of Greater-Sudan. Most of its missionaries and translators were recruited from the UK. 100 The SUM translated Scriptures into about thirty new languages of Sahel and Sub-Sahel Africa.
Church Mission Society
The Church Mission Society (CMS), established in London in 1799 by evangelical Anglicans including William Wilberforce, is the only organisation with a substantial share of new Scripture translations in both the nineteenth and twentieth centuries: fifty-two new languages during 1815-1914 and thirty new languages during . Half of the missionaries between 1800 and 1825 were Germans trained in Berlin and Basel. In 1922, a conservative evangelical wing split away from the CMS and formed the Bible Churchmen's Missionary Society. Throughout the twentieth century, CMS members were increasingly enrolled from countries in which mission stations had been established in the nineteenth century. 101 In spite of these tendencies, the overwhelming majority of Bible translators in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries were recruited from Great Britain. 
Methodist Missions Society

Sudan Interior Mission
The Sudan Interior Mission (SIM) started in 1893, when three American missionaries, Rowland Bingham, Walter Gowans, and Thomas Kent landed in Nigeria to set up a mission station. After their arrival, Gowans and Kent died from fever, and Bingham returned to North America to bring in other missionaries. After another failed attempt, he succeeded in establishing a base in 1902 that later branched out into other countries of Sahel Africa. At the turn of the twentieth century, the name "Sudan" was taken to refer to the area of Sahel and Sub-Sahel Africa. By 1942, SIM appointed 400 missionaries to West Africa who planted hundreds of churches and translated portions of the Bible into nineteen new languages between 1915 and 1968. These missionaries were recruited from North America. After 1982, SIM merged with two other missionary societies and extended their activities to other continents. The acronym SIM was maintained with a new wording, Service in Mission. 103 
Africa Inland Mission
Peter Cameron Scott (1867-1896), whose family emigrated from Glasgow (UK) to Philadelphia (USA), founded the Africa Inland Mission (AIM) in 1895. He and six co-missionaries established four mission stations in Kenya whereupon Scott suddenly died from blackwater fever in 1896, leaving the mission he founded in disarray. Charles Hurlburt took leadership of the mission and expanded the missionary work to other countries. Between 1915 and 1968, missionaries of the AIM, most recruited from North America, translated Bible portions into seventeen new African languages. 104 After 1970, the AIM opened recruiting offices in nine countries worldwide including Korea, Hong Kong, and Brazil by keeping its ministry focus on Africa. 
